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InBred Line (IBL) & Landrace Clones
STRAIN NAME (PLANT #)

TYPE OF EFFECT

FLOWER TIME

GENERATION

Monkey Balls (Deep Chunk) #15
Indica
9-10 weeks
IBL
- A Tom Hill original creation of Deep Chunk bred in the US for over 20 years and f2ed by Hazeman and
named Monkey Balls. All turn color and have a musky type smell to them. But very strong body and
sedative effects. Great for nighttime. Old Afghan line that’s a very popular medical strain. Reported to
be very dominant in crosses. #15 gets a beautiful blue/purple coloring to it.
Kashmir Azad
COMING SOON!!!

Indica

9 weeks

IBL

True f1 Hybrid Clones (IBL or Landrace crossed to a different IBL or Landrace)
Dread Bread
50/50 Hybrid
8-9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Mango Biche x Old Mother Ghani. Supernatural Selections creation of a Central American favorite,
considered the Blue Dream of the region because it grows great everywhere, crossed to the Afghani
male. Huge plants with great yields. Mango dominant pheno. Testing up to 24% THC.
Purple Monkey Ghani
Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Monkey Balls #6 x Kandahar Afghan. Indica lovers f1 dream right here folks. Expect big yielding,
heavy hitting Afghan power from this plant. Easy to grow and almost bulletproof. This is a true f1
cross, born & bred in Oklahoma by Plant Time Genetics. Rumored to be Joe Exotic’s favorite strain.
Stumble
50/50 Hybrid
7-8 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Kashmir Azad x Too Buku. This is what we’ve been looking for from the Too Buku side, a fast finishing
plant! These look ready at 42 days, but go ahead a wait another week or two! Smells of skunky sweet
permeate, with trichomes abound. Created by Plant Time Genetics here in Oklahoma.
Wacky Nut Job
50/50 Hybrid
10 weeks
f1 Hybrid
- Zamaldelica x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. Short and squat these stay, branching out laterally from the
get-go. Not very smelly growing and could be great for folks that want to keep the smell down.
Vigorous and great yielding. You get a mix of effects from the super sativa Zamal and the super indica
CTB from Pakistan. These are not your average cannabis for those looking for something unique.
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Polyhybrid & Backcross Clones
Nikah

Mostly Sativa
9-10 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Triangle Kush x Old Mother Ghani. Frosty pheno of the famous kush clone from Florida crossed to a
super potent old-school Afghan male by way of Bodhi. Grapefruity gas/OG terps jump out at you on this
easy to grow plant, that gets tall and produces nice sized buds that have tested up to 27.9% THC.

Kashmir Sunshine
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Kashmir Azad #22 x Sunshine Daydream. Bodhi’s selected Kashmir #22 must be a special plant and
it’s crossed here with his selected male from one of his most well know strains, Sunshine Daydream,
which is showing promise as a very super fast growing unique specimen in this polyhybrid. Smells are
blueberry muffin crossed with chem-carrot and spicy flowers. Super complex and should be great for
terpy hash. #7= Sour Piss Pheno. #11= Pickles & Cheetos pheno.
Granny Skunk
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 Polyhybrid
- Virginia Beach Afghani x Skelly Hashplant x SSSC Skunk1. Old school skunk smells come from
these plants, the kind of smell you get from passing a skunk on the highway. A real delight from
Dominion Seed Co. Awesome stony high that is still functional. Great addition to any garden.
Florida Wedding
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Wedding Cake x TK BX1. Our Cookie Contest participant from Jungle Boys does not disappoint! Get
faded with this potent cut after a hit or two, no lie. Great Wedding Cake terps mixed with the gassy TK
terps will bring you to downtown LA. Jungle Boys created Wedding Cake and this one is probably more
potent.
Fuck Shit
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Oil Spill x Kashmir Sunshine. Danky dank made for Oklahoma by PTG. We got the oily superstar Oil
Spill and crossed it to the studly Kashmir Sunshine male to bring some magic on the red dirt. Stinky
from the get go these will smell through a bag with some sour d like and OG like oil smells.
Chem 4 x Chocolate Diesel
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
FEMINIZED
- Chem 4 x Chocolate Diesel. If you’re a Chem fan, you gotta try this one out, as Useful’s Choc D male
really lets the Chem 4 shine. Some growers prefer the Chem 4 over the others bc of the terps and
because it yields the best of the Chems. Quick veg growth too. Easy to grow plant.
OG What
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- OG Jack #11 x TK x Iraqi Ranya. Tahoe leaning OG Jack crossed to the TK x Iraqi male intended to
bring out some OG funk and some extra vigor. These veg fast and tall. Nice yields of a mostly OG with
a slight floral smell in the background. Effects are strong and fast with a nice body high but not couch
locking. Your friends will ask “OG What?” OG who?
Funky Cold Medina
COMING SOON!!!

Slightly Sativa

9-10 weeks

f1 polyhybrid
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Seed Packs

Plant Time Genetics -10 REGULAR SEX seeds ($43.25 each pack)
Buy 3 packs of seeds, get the 4th pack for a PENNY!
Bardownski
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Too Buku #26 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. Sure to be a score with big city slams, mixing up the unique
terps of the Too Buku with the pine tree aroma of the CTB. Look for large yields with major league
vigor. Always bardownski. Made in Oklahoma.
2Pak

50/50 Hybird
9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Vintage Pakistani x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. We’ve been thinking about this one for quite awhile now
and glad to finally release it. 2Pak is a 2 way Pakistani delight of old school superstars, one being a
sativa and the other a pure indica. Fast growers in veg. Made in Oklahoma.

Let’s Go
Mostly Sativa
9-10 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Sannie’s Jack #8 x Too Buku. Let’s Go is an appropriate name for this cross as the plants will jump
out of the pots on you and once you consume them, you’ll be saying “let’s go.” Sativa rush with big
yields from both parents should result in some interesting phenos here.
High Maintenance
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
King’s Banner XIII x Kashmir Azad. Awesome OG meets the male Kashmir Azad, due to dish out some
dense OG flavors with some greasiness. Everyone is working with this Kashmir line now for a reason.
It brings out really cool traits in everything it touches.
Strawberry Grease
Mostly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Strawberries & Cream f2 x Kashmir Azad. Cannabis cup winner from Exotic Genetix meets the IBL
from Kashmir that’s making the rounds. Captain crunch berry terps should come out nice with the
greasy buds produced by the Kashmir. Hold on to these.
Serenity Now
50/50 Hybrid
9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Too Buku #26 x TK x Iraq Ranya. Our super popular medical cut the Too Buku #26 with it’s high
THC and CBD content should mix nicely in this 5 way f1 hybrid. Big plants with big yields await here.
Swank

Mostly Indica
9 weeks
- Deep Line Alchemy 5 #13 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud. Skunk Ass meets pine!

f1 polyhybrid

Lean

Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
- Purp5 x Triangle Kush x Iraqi Ranya. Purple soda mixed with kushy bliss.

f1 polyhybrid

Pineapple Haze
Mostly Sativa
- Pineapple Thai x ’95 Silver Haze. Pineapple terps and haze!

9 weeks

f1 polyhybrid

Poof

9 weeks

f1 hybrid

Slightly Indica
- Too Buku x Kashmir Azad. Instant cloud 9.

Green Daze
50/50 Hybrid
9 weeks
- Love Triangle #24 x ’95 Silver Haze. Strawberry fuel mixed with some real haze.

f1 polyhybrid
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Reunion Haze
Sativa
10 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Sannie’s Jack x ’95 Silver Haze. Getting the band back together. HUGE, fast growing plants.
Looney
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 hybrid
- Buku Ghani x Kashmir Azad. True f1 expressions here with some CBD and indica effects.
Ghani Buku
Slightly Indica
- Kandahar Afghani x Too Buku. Flip flop of the Buku Ghani.

9 weeks

f1 hybrid

Champagne Campaign
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
- Crippy x Kashmir Sunshine. Daytime indicas collide in funky town.

f1 polyhybrid

Shaboom
Slightly Indica
8-9 weeks
- 21 Candles x Kashmir Sunshine. Fruity and stinky beauty queens.

f1 polyhybrid

Glassy Nole
Mostly Sativa
14 weeks
- Manipur x Kashmir Sunshine. Tall sativas with pure skunk smells.

f1 polyhybrid

Hazey Train
Mostly Sativa
14 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Oldtimer’s Haze x Kashmir Sunshine. Pure haze high amped up with the Kashmir Sunshine.

Fast Forward Series -

Seed Packs -10 REGULAR SEX seeds ($60.54 each pack)

Pineapple OG v2
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Pineapple Thai x Triangle Kush x Iraqi. Plants Time Genetics’ first release of the Fast Forward Series,
is a Remix of an old crowd favorite, the Pineapple OG. The pineapple terps from the PT come through
perfectly with OG like terps. Basically, a terp salad made in heaven. (LIMIT 1 PACK PER PURCHASE)
OG What
Slightly Indica
9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- OG Jack #11 x Triangle Kush x Iraqi Ranya. Bringing out some nice stuff here to the OG party, hold
your horses because this should have some get up. OG Jack is a powerful sativa like take on the
Tahoe OG and combining this to the kushy TK x Iraqi should bring bigger plants and some nice yields
of OG goodness.
Fuck Shit
Mostly Indica
8-9 weeks
f1 polyhybrid
- Oil Spill F6 x Kashmir Sunshine. Two of our favorites collide here, featuring the oily dense buds of the
Oil Spill, bred by Mandelbrot, crossed to our standout Kashmir Sunshine male. Expect new age OG
Kush like terps and standout plants that grow fast. This is the new-new and why it deserves such
name. Limited seed release!

Useful Seeds -

Seed Packs of 10 FEMINIZED seeds ($60.54 each pack)

NOT AVAILABLE AS PENNY SEEDS

Chem 4 x Chocolate Diesel

Slightly Sativa

9-10 weeks

FEMINIZED
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*We recommend joining an online forum to learn more about organic
gardening methods (and all other types of grow methods). You can find
experts on these forums that love to help.
Ask questions but use the search feature first. It’s all there and it’s all
free!

TYPE OF EFFECT SCALE:
SATIVA = 100% “up” like effect, like drinking coffee. Get a lot done, motivating type effects.
MOSTLY SATIVA = energizing and refreshing but not as much of a jolt of energy. Great for exploring
and being creative.
SLIGHTLY SATIVA = refreshing feeling, daydreaming. Less energizing if at all.
HYBRID = 50/50 sativa/indica effects where you could feel a rush of energy and then it fades to a
body high or perhaps some other combination of sativa and indica effects at once.
SLIGHTLY INDICA = Relaxing type feel with not much body. No couch lock.
MOSTLY INDICA = Very relaxing slight body pain relief feel, can cause couch lock. Can cause
drowsiness.
INDICA = All body feel, couch lock, pain relief, induces sleep.

OLD SCHOOL HASH COMING SOON :) So we’ve been told…
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